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EARS & EYEBALLS
Streamlist

DATE NIGHT

IRON&WATCH

HACKS

NO TIME TO DIE

SELLING SUNSET

This is brilliant, apart from the
pilot, skip the pilot episode. Jean
Smart as the 60 something stand
up comedian with a young upstart
comic writer. It's not about the
jokes, it is the inter generational
observations that are so spot on.
Also short episodes is an added
bonus!
AMAZON PRIME (UK)// HBO
MAX (USA)

It's 60 years since Mr Shaken not
stirred graced our screens. It's too
long (at least you can pause &
pee), too soft, too much. My
favourite will always be
SKYFALL from THE Craig era,
TOMORROW NEW DIES from
the Brosnan era, that opening
stunt, but my no.1 Bond is Sean
Connery. There are a mix of Bond
films available, AMAZON PRIME

It's back this Friday 22 April
We're on season 5 already!! This
is good background noise, I can't
remember all their crazy stuff
although one of them is now
dating the boss. NETFLIX

AFTER WORK/
ON THE SOFA!

WINE & CUT THE
CHAT/HOW HAVE I NOT
SEEN THIS?

TRUST NO ONE - THE HUNT
FOR THE CRYPTO KING is a
good reminder to write down ALL
OF YOUR PASSWORDS!! It's a
true crime docuseries that Netflix
does well. NETFLIX

THE STAIRCASE - Some people really are unlucky, or are they. Michael Peterson was
charged with the murder of his wife who died, guess where. Except she's not the first
woman to die like that. This is the 13 episode true crime documentary series, watch it
now because Colin Firth and Toni Collette star in the drama of this coming to NOW
TV/SKY on 5 May. Frankly, I don't know if he did it or not. NETFLIX
MEETING GORBACHEV - Where have all the good statesmen gone? Once Herzog
stops fanboying over the man, this is an interesting look at 70s, 80s and 90s politics
Russia was a very different place under Gorby! NOW TV/SKY DOCUMENTARIES

Watch CALL MY
AGENT on Netflix now
before the UK remake
TEN PERCENT
coming to Amazon
Prime 29 April ruins all
your happy memories!

JUST OK!
No brain function needed.
ANATOMY OF A SCANDAL - The real scandal is the twist. I haven't read the
book but the sccript by the writers of Big Little Lies felt like they dialled it in.
High Production values, good direction and setting. NETFLIX
CHARLIE'S ANGELS - I'm not a fan of the remake/reboot but this is such fun
and I actually like all three angels. CHANNEL 4/ AMAZON PRIME
MOLLY'S GAME - This is an interesting biopic film with Idris Elba and
Jessica Chastain about a woman so driven she runs ullegal gambling tables until
the FBI catch up with her. It's a bit wordy, but it is written by Sorkin who
wrote The West Wing. Entertaining though. BBC IPLAYER/ NETFLIX/
AMAZON PRIME

JUST WANT TO WATCH SOMETHING
GOOD!
Story, script, direction, acting, documentary, tv, film - everything is A+!
JOKER - Joaquin Phoenix's turn as the joker and it's less action and more about
the origins of the character. Interesting but it does lack balance, I needed more
story. NETFLIX & SKY CINEMA
MISS WORLD 1970: BEAUTY QUEENS & BEDLAM - An interesting doc
film looking back at the 1970 contest when a black woman won and a feminist
liberation movement was born! BBC IPLAYER
LION KING- You know the story and if you don't this is animated, Elton John
songs eg. Circle of Life etc. BBC IPLAYER
THE PEANUT BUTTER FALCON - representation matters and this is a gem
of a film. Watch it, joyful and rated 13. BBC IPLAYER

DUVET DAY
Flop and watch!
MY BEST FRIEND'S WEDDING

25 years since the gay best friend character became a standard feature in
the rom com genre. This is a great film and has aged so well: Rupert
Everett, Julia Roberts, Cameron Diaz and Dermot Mulroney! AMAZON
PRIME (UK)// NETFLIX (USA)
WHITE HOT: THE RISE & FALL OF ABERCROMBIE & FITCH Remember when you happily spent £90 on a pair of jeans because two
half naked men greeted you at the entrance of the store? No, well some
people did and now Netflix comes with a white hot docuseries all about
the racism and other poor practices that lead to the downfall of this
brand. NETFLIX

This week, I'm
watching THE
KING on NOW TV
so good, if you're a
Gomorrah fan...

